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Abstract. Some advanced fiber-optic amplitude modulated reflection displacement
sensors and refractive index sensors have been developed. An improved three-fiber
displacement sensor has been investigated as a refractive index sensor by computer
simulations in a large interval of displacement. Some new regularities have been revealed.
A reflection fiber-optic displacement sensor of novel configuration, consisting of double
optical-pair fibers with a definite angle between the measuring tips of fibers inthe pairs
has been proposed, designed, and experimentally investigated to indicateand measure
the displacement and refractive index of gas and liquid water solutions. The proposed
displacement sensor and refractive index sensor configuration improves the measuring
sensitivity in comparison with the known measuring methods. The refractive index sensor
sensitivitySnsub = 4×10−7 RIU/mV was achieved. The displacement sensor sensitivity
is Ssub = 1702 mV/µm in air (n = 1.00027).

Keywords: fiber-optic sensors, displacement sensors, refractive index sensor.

1 Introduction

Fiber-optic sensors have found many applications in recentyears. Physical and chemical
effects have been used to develop a variety of interferometric sensors for monitoring
displacement [1], pressure [2], and other parameters [3]. One of the limitations of these
sensors is that they perform well within laboratories, but in the field of applications their
performance declines due to their sensitivity to vibrationand temperature [4].

Intensity-modulated fiber-optic sensors have also found application [5,6].
Fiber-optic amplitude-modulated compensated displacement sensors as refractive

index sensors in [7, 8] are proposed and investigated. The light in them was launched
onto the mirror through the incoming fiber, and a part of the reflected light was detected
by the two outgoing fibers and photodiodes. The incoming and outgoing fibers present
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in the bundle have formed an angle between themθ = 0 [7]. This configuration allows
making compensated measurements [7,8]. When measuring the ratio of outputs, the light
source intensity variations, reflectivity of the mirror, opacity of the transmitting medium
as well as fiber bending, light losses and influence of the temperature can be eliminated.
The overall error of the refractive index n was found to be3 × 10−3 [7].

Sensitivity of displacement sensors can be increased usingnon-parallel fiber tips
distribution in the measuring head and two optical-pair fibers [9, 10]. Therefore it is
interesting to investigate these sensors as refractive index sensors. The aims of this paper
are:

1. To simulate the dependence of sensor’s output signalU on the displacementh (U -h
characteristics), including the environment refractive indexn, according to fiber tip
distribution in [8] and to reveal their main regularities.

2. To show that it is possible to increase sensitivity of boththe displacement and refrac-
tive index by creating their new configuration.

2 Principle of operation

Arrangement of the fiber tips, shown in Fig. 1, was applied to explain the principle of
operation of the reflection fiber sensor. If the reflecting surface is a perfect mirror, the
reflected light is equivalent to that transmitted from the sourceL, to the mirrored position
L
′ the distancez away. According to [11], the intensity distribution function of the source

I = I(r, z, n) in the positionQ = (nr, nz), nr, andnz is an optical path on the plane
z(h) away from the source andr away from the light beam axes, modified forn > 1 by
the authors of this paper and [12]

I(r, z, n) = I0K0

exp
{

− n2r2/R2(z, n)
}

R2(z, n)
, (1)

whereI0 is the intensity of the light source andK0 is the loss in the intensity of the input
fiber. An effective radiusR(z, n) of the output optical field, is defined as

R(z, n) = a0 + kz tan θc, θc = arcsin(NA/n), (2)

where2a0 is the diameter of the fiber core,θc is the aperture angle of the fiber,k is the
constant of the light source,n is the refractive index. We considerR(z, n) being a linear
function, because of well-known linear spreading of light [9].

If the reflecting surface is not perfect and has the reflectioncoefficientKr, the
reflected light will be reduced by the factorKr.

The transmitted light intensity at the end of the receiving fiber is:

I(r, z, n) ≈

∫∫

S

I0KrK0

exp
{

− n2r2/R2(z, n)
}

πR2(z, n)
ds, (3)
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whereK is the loss of the intensity of the receiving fiber, ands is the receiving fiber core
area.

If the intensity at the receiving fiber center is used to represent the average intensity
and the reflection coefficient of the mirror is included, thenthe intensity received byA
andB fibers can be simplified as follows (Fig. 1):

A = IA = s1I0KrK0K1

exp
{

− n2(x + d)2/R2(z, n)
}

πR2(z, n)
, (4)

B = IB = s2I0KrK0K2

exp
{

− n2(x − d)2/R2(z, n)
}

πR2(z, n)
, (5)

where2d is the distance between the centers of the light receiving fibers,2a is the diameter
of the fiber with cladding. In particular case2d can be equal to2a.

Fig. 1. Arrangement of fiber tips of the reflection fiber sensor.θ is the angle;2a0 is
the fiber core diameter,b1 is the distance between the center of a light emitting fiber
and that center of two light receiving fibers;2d is the distance between the centers of
light receiving fibersA andB; L is the position of a light emitting fiber andL′ is the
mirrored position of this fiber;h0 is the distance was signalA = B +h′ and−h′ is the
displacement of the mirror for mirrored positionsL

′

+h′ andL
′

−h′ ; h0 is the position
of the mirror forA = B; h is the position of the mirror;r is the reflection coefficient of

the mirror.

When the two receiving fibers are identical,K1 = K2, s1 = s2,

(A − B)

(A + B)
=

exp
{

− n2(x + d)2/R2(z, n)
}

− exp
{

− n2(x − d)2/R2(z, n)
}

exp
{

− n2(x + d)2/R2(z, n)
}

+ exp
{

− n2(x − d)2/R2(z, n)
} . (6)
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According to Fig. 1,x = 2h′ sin θ, equation (6) is a function depending of not only onx,
but also onz andn:

z = (z0 + ∆z)n, z0 = b1/ sin θ, ∆z = 2h′/ cos θ, (7)

z =
(

b1/ sin θ + 2h′/ cos θ
)

n, (8)

z0 and h0 are the initial reference values whenA = B, (UA = UB). UA −UB = 0
is the crossover point of the signalsA(h), and B(h). This is the main principle of
operation of the system ash0 = b1/2 tan θ; h′ = h − h0. Function (6) can be expressed
only of the function onh, n, θ, θc, b (Fig. 1). (A − B)/(A + B) does not depend on
s1,2,K1,2,Kr,K0, I0. The compensation mechanism is that the signal(A−B)/(A+B)
does not depend on the reflection coefficient of the mirror andintensity of the light source.

Equations (4), (5), and (6) as functions ofh were used for simulation of sensors
output signals in order to compare the sensitivity of our fiber constructions with those
known from literature and explain the principles of their operation since the authors
proposed novel sensors.

3 Calculation results

Output characteristics of the sensorUAB = A or B = f(h), Usub = (B − A) = f(h),
Udiv = (A − B)/(A + B) = f(h) for fiber tips distribution configuration presented in
Fig. 1 were simulated for a different refractive indexn of optical media between fiber
tips and a mirror. The calculated results are plotted in Figs. 2–4 and Table 1 for different
distancesb1 = 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0 mm and the angle2θ = 50◦. Also, for comparison
of b1 = 1 mm and2θ = 5◦, between light emitting fibers and two collecting light,
reflected from the mirror, all being in the plane (Fig. 1). Thecalculation results presented
in Figs. 2–4 show that experimental characteristics [9, 10]of the sensorsUAB ∼ f(h)
andUsub ∼ f(h) quantitatively can be expressed by theoretical equations with Gaussian
intensity distribution of the light from the emitting fiber.

The calculated output characteristicsUAB = A or B = f(h) are plotted in Fig. 2.
The output signalsA(h), B(h) rise sharply with an increase of distanceh to the peak
value and then decrease gradually. The segments of both at the nearh-left side, and at
the farh-right side of the curvesUAB(h) are essentially linear at the curvature points
changing. Calculation was performed for three refractive indexn values1.00, 1.33, 1.41,
and at the two distance valuesb1 = 1.0, 2.5 mm for better resolution in the pictures, and at
the five distance valuesb1 = 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0 mm for results represented in Table 1.

The calculation results in Fig. 2 show that the characteristics UA, UB = f(h, n)
shifts to larger distances ofh whenb1 is increased and their peak values decrease. Shifted
characteristics to higher values ofh for n are not so large. The characteristics of signals
UAB cross each other at definite distancesh0A,B andh0n for eachn value (Fig. 2). The
calculated characteristicsUsub = f(h) (Fig. 3) andUdiv = f(h) (Fig. 4) are linear in the
defined intervals ofh and cross the coordinateh in the positionh01.0, h01.3, h01.4 (Fig. 3
and 4) in dependent on the median = 1.0, 1.3, 1.4. Therefore it is convenient to choose
h0 as a zero position of sensors, becauseUsub andUdiv are applied to measurements not
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Fig. 2. CalculatedUAB = f(h), b1(B) = 1 mm, A, B. U0 is the output signal as
UA = UB , UA − UB = 0. θc is the fiber aperture angle. The refractive indexn =
1.0; 1.33; 1.41 for curvesAn, Bn, (A10). K1 andK2 are coefficients;dU is Usub for
changeh01 to+h′; h01 is the distance for signalU0, n = 1.00. dUnsub is the change of
signal (A − B) asdn = 1.41 − 1.33. b1(B) = 2.5 m, A′, B′ for n = 1.0, 1.31, 1.41,

respectively.

Table 1. Main calculated parameters of the sensor (Fig. 1)
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1.00 1.073 673.76 435.86 722.86 467.62
1.33 1.43 896.18 585.97 961.48 628.67 1.0 1.072 0.9321 25
1.41 1.51 948.25 621.64 1017.34 666.94

1.00 1.341 559.82 342.78 750.77 459.70
1.33 1.784 749.19 462.89 1004.73 620.78 1.25 1.341 0.746 25
1.41 1.891 793.86 491.38 1064.64 658.98

1.00 1.609 472.00 269.50 759.60 433.12
1.33 2.140 634.41 365.48 1020.96 588.34 1.5 1.609 0.621 25
1.41 2.269 672.90 388.00 1082.92 624.43

1.00 2.14 348.09 169.1 746.92 362.9
1.33 2.85 470.49 231.02 1009.55 495.7 2.0 2.145 0.466 25
1.41 3.025 499.65 245.67 1072.13 527.2

1.00 4.291 141.49 35.58 607.20 152.69
1.33 5.708 192.89 49.46 827.82 212.23 4.0 4.291 0.233 25
1.41 6.051 205.20 52.74 880.60 226.326

1.00 8.573 20.03 2.028 171.81 17.396
1.33 11.40 27.38 2.834 234.84 24.310 1.5 8.577 0.117 5
1.41 12.09 29.14 3.025 249.93 25.951
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as the functions ofh but that ofh′. The peak values of±Usub(h) and slopes of the curves
decrease asb1 increases.±Udiv(h) increases up to the value1.000 ma. The slope of the
curve±Udiv(h) decreases asb1 increases (Table 1).

The refractive index sensitivity to the displacementSnh = dn/dh is the constant
value for a defined configuration of the sensor (Table 1), and sensitivitySnsub =dUsub/dn
decreases as distanceb1 increases (Fig. 3, Fig. 4, respectively, and Table 1). Sensitivity
Sndiv = dUndiv/dh reaches the peak value atb1 = 1.5 mm.

It has been determined thath0n = h0nref + (n − nref )k, whereh0n is a distance
for givenn when the output signalUsub, Udiv ∼ f(h) = 0. k = Shn = dh/dn show a

Fig. 3. Calculated dependencies for signalUsub = (B − A) asf(h, n). Curves: 1
(n = 1.00), 2 (n = 1.33), 3 (n = 1.41), b1 = 1.0 mm. Curves 1’, 2’, 3’,b1 = 2.5 mm.
The main parameters of curves are in Table 1.dUh is the signal change fordh. dUn is
the signal change forn = 1.41–1.33. h01.0 is the distance asUsub = 0 andn = 1.00.

Fig. 4. Calculated dependenciesUdiv = (A − B)/(A + B) asf(h, n) for the same
values ofn as in Fig. 3. Curves 1, 2, 3,b1 = 1 mm. Curves 1’, 2’, 3’,b1 = 2.5 mm.
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changing distance whenn is changed by1.00. This quantity is a constant for the given
sensor configuration.k(θ = 25) < k(θ = 5). k increases asb1 increases (Fig. 3, Fig. 4,
respectively, and Table 1).

The results of calculation presented in Table 1 have shown the sensitivitySsub =
dUsub/dh determined in the vicinity of a small output signal to be strongly dependent
on the distanceb1. Ssub decreases12 fold asb1 increases from1 mm to4 mm. Sdiv =
dUdiv/dh decreases not so drastically, only4.7 fold.

SensitivitySsub andSdiv decrease more drastically as the angleθ decreases. Table 1
has shown thatSsub decreases214 fold andSdiv − 33 fold, asθ = 25◦ andθ = 5◦.

The refraction index sensitivitySndiv = dUdiv/dn decreases not so drastically only
1.19 fold as b1 increases from1 mm to 4 mm. Snsub = dUnsub/dn decreases more
sufficiently –3.06 fold. Snsub decreases26.8 fold andSndiv decreases4.2 fold, when the
angleθ decreases from25◦ to 5◦ (b1 = 1.5 mm).

The constant of the defined construction of the sensork = Shn = dh/dn increases
4 fold asb1 increases from1 mm to4 mm and, if the angleθ decreases from25◦ to 5◦,
andk increases5 fold.

Modelling results ofU -h characteristics has shown that the sensitivity of the sensor
can be increased by decreasingb1 as much as possible.

The main conclusion is that by adjusting parameters even of the configuration of
Fig. 1, one can increase the sensor sensitivity [7,9,10].

However, the configuration of the sensor [8] offers some limited abilities available
to optimize the characteristics of the sensor. On the grounds of our simulation ofU(h, n)
characteristics, we propose an advanced type of double fiber-optic-pair sensors for mea-
suring displacement and the refractive index in cavity of the fiber tips and a mirror. This
allows a more precise and effective adjustment.

The advanced new type of double fiber-optic-pair sensors hasdefinite angles2θ
between the light emitting fiber and the fiber collecting the reflected light from a mirror
in each pair as follows:1 − θ1 > θ2; 2 − θ1 = θ2.

4 Experimental

Experimental electronic arrangement was the same as in [10]. An additional new channel
for LED intensity stabilization with a negative loop was created for measuring the output
signal (UA − UB). Noise of electronics did not exceed1 mV. Experiments were carried
out with fibers of a core diameter0.4 mm. The diameter of fibers with plastic cladding
was0.8 mm and the aperture angleθc was19.5◦. Surfaces of the fiber-tips were flat
and carefully polished. Mechanic and electronic digital micrometers were used to control
displacement. The whole the measuring equipment and the sensor were mounted on a
laser table to reduce vibrations in an isolated laboratory with the stable humidity (±0.5 %)
and temperature controlled within±0, 2◦ C. Glycerol and distilled water solutions were
applied in measurements of the refractive index.
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5 Experimental results

5.1 Double fiber-optic-pair sensor of the configuration (θ1 > θ2)

A new type of a fiber sensor – “double fiber-optic-pair sensor”– was proposed in [10]
(Fig. 5). Two optical-pairs of fibersA and B are fixed in the holder at the distance
d1 to prevent cross talking (Fig. 5(b), (c)). A mirror, one for both optical-pairs, can be
positioned with respect to the fiber tips linearly by positioning the equipment and the
angle with respect to fiber tips of optical-pairs and formingan angleα (Fig. 5(b), (c)), or
two separate mirrors for each fiber pair.

Fig. 5. (a) is the calculatedUAB = f(h, n); (b), (c) is the configuration of the sensor,
(b) is a view from the top, (c) is a view from a side.

Principle of operation of the sensor is the same as in [10] andcan be explained by
U(h) characteristicsA10, B10 (Fig. 5(a)). Crossing of the curves can be performed by the
larger factor of amplificationK2 > K1 the angle being2θ1 > 2θ2 (Fig. 5(b)). Curves
A10 andB10 form the crossing point with the ordinate valueU0 and positionh01.0. In the
affinity of this point, curvesA10, B10 have the larger linear intervals in comparison with
three-fiber configuration. When the distanceh01.0 is replaced by for−h′, the output signal
increases todUsub(h

′). The arrows on this curve represent a change in the signal. This
construction of the sensor is more adjustable to obtain the operation pointU0 on U(h)
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characteristics where the output signal(A−B) = 0 (ordinateh01.0, signalsA andB are
optimal and on quasi linear parts of characteristics for best Ssub). Linearly positioning
and rotating the mirror at the angleα, one can obtain the crossing point amplitudeU01 or
U02 (Fig. 5(a) and (c)). The maximum sensitivity of the sensorSsub = 2800 mV/µm [10]
was achieved with the crossing point amplitudeU01 > U0 > U02. The same result
can be obtained by positioning separate mirrors for optical-pairsA andB as shown in
Fig. 5(c). The separate mirrors in the positionsA01, B01 represent the crossing point with
the ordinateU01, andA02, B02 represent pointU02. After adjusting the mirrorA andB is
fastened, and the sensor is ready for measurements. Then both the mirrors are positioned
together.

The principle of operation of the linear displacement sensor as a refractive index
sensor can be explained by using the calculatedU(h, n) characteristicsA1.3, A1.4 and
B1.3, B1.4 (Fig. 5(a)). The characteristicsA1.3, B1.3 with n increasing from1.3 to 1.4
shift to larger distancesh – to A1.4, B1.4 .The output signal of the sensor increase to
dUnsub (Fig. 5(a)).

A novel chemical sensor (whenθ1 > θ2, double fiber-optic-pair sensor) for mea-
suring the concentration of aqua chemical solutions and therefraction index was pro-
posed, designed, and investigated. Resolution of the refractive index sensor is1/Snsub =
dn/dUsub ≈ 2 × 10−6 1/mV, (U = ±1 mV) and for displacement –Snh = dn/dh =
2.5 × 10−6; (h = ±1 nm), Fig. 5, Table 2. Sensitivity of the displacement sensor
for n = 1.000 is Sdisp = dUsub/dh = 1702 mV/µm (Table 2), for the optimum
configuration of the sensor fibers.

Fig. 6. (a) – experimental results of output characteristics of the refractive index sensor
for signalUsub = (B − A) asf(h, n) for fiber tips angleθ1 > θ2 in water – glycerol
solutions. U1 = B; U2 = A. h01.00 is the value ofh (asn = 1.00); for example,
n0ref = 1.4130; h0nref is the valueh asn0ref ; h0nx is the distance as(U1−U2) = 0
for nx; dhnx is a change of distance asnx. (b) is the configuration of the sensor.A, B

are pairs of fibers.
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Table 2. The main results from Fig. 6

Environment n h0n, µm Ssub, mV/µm Snsub, 1/mV
Air 1.00027 167.06 1702

Glycerol % in H2O

0 % 1.3300 268.20 2085 1.6× 10−6

20 % 1.3575 267.02 2160
40 % 1.3841 284.10 2290
60 % 1.4130 291.60 2350

h0n is the point on theh coordinate (asUnsub=0).
h0nx = h0nref + (n0ref − nx)k; k = dh/dn.

Dependenceh of displacement characteristics on the change of the refraction index
n has been experimentally evaluated ash = h0nref + k(n − n0ref ), where the constant
k = 306.65 µm/RIU, h0nref is the position of the mirror whenUsub = 0 at n0rref and
fixed temperature, air humidity, and definite sensor configuration. This result was also
predicted by simulating the characteristicsU(h, n).

The procedure of measuringn can be illustrated by the results presented in Fig. 5.
For example, we must measurenx of an unknown liquid, givenn between1.413 and
1.341.

1. For reference liquid we have the solution ofnref = 1.4130. We immerse the sensor
in this liquid and change the distanceh between fiber tips and the mirror to obtain a
zero output signal of the sensor. This distance ishref . Then we immerse the sensor
in the liquid with an unknown refractive indexnx. The output signal of the sensor
arises todUsub. If we have knowSnsub of this sensor (Table 2), we can calculatenx.

2. When the sensor is immersed in the liquid ofnx, we change the distanceh, the output
signal of the sensor being zero and fix the distanceh0nx. If we have the constantk
of the sensor, we can calculatenx. This is a compensation method, which is useful
for monitoring the fermentation process or degree of pollution.

Investigations show that, for a precise measurement of the distanceh, not only tempe-
rature but also humidity must be precisely controlled or cavities must be protected by
bellows.

5.2 Double fiber-optic-pair sensor of the configuration (θ1 = θ2)

Fundamentals of a novel prototype of the displacement and refractive index sensors
θ1 = θ2 were revealed designed and, manufactured (Fig. 7). This sensor has double
fiber-optic-pairs. The angleθ between the light emitting fibers and that collecting the
reflected light in the pairs isθ1 = θ2. The characteristicsA(h), B(h) are identical. The
work pointU0 at the dependenceUAB ∼ f(h) is chosen in quasi-linear parts, as shown by
the dependenceA10 in Fig. 7. We called this principle of operation of the sensor“artificial
crossing”. In practice, it can be performed in two ways:
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1. The fiber optical pairs are firmly placed in separate movable slide-blocks with the
common mirror (Fig. 7(b));

2. The sensor has two mirrors on the tips of the optical-pairsin the slide-blocks. The
fibers in the slide-blocks are fixed motionlessly with respect to each pair.

The first way (Fig. 7(b)) is more attractive and we shall explain it in more detail.

Fig. 7. (a) – calculated characteristicsUA ≡ UB asf(h) asd = 0; n = 1.00, 1.33,
1.41 are curvesA1.0; A1.33, andA1.41 respectively.U0 is the output signalUA = UB .
dUh changes the output signal of the sensor as the distance of the fiber pairsfrom the
mirror increases bydh. dUn increases the output signal as n increases from1.33 to
1.41. dh is a change of the distance todn. (b) – principle construction of the sensor
θ1 = θ2. A, as well asB, are optical pairs of the fibers in sliders.h0A andh0B are
distances of fiber tips from the mirror for each optical pair in the sliders. Arrows show

adjustment ofU0 to each optical-pair fiber andA + B when sliders are fixed.

By means of slide-block positioning, the distance of the fiber-optic-pair from the
mirrors h0A and h0B is chosen so thatU0 is in the quasi-linear parts of dependences
UA(h) andUB(h), whenUB(h) ≡ UA(h), UA − UB = 0 (U0 = UA = UB). Then
the slide-blocks are fixed motionlessly with respect to eachother and can move only
together a distancedh. As it is seen from the characteristicA1, which, in this case,
is identical to the characteristicB1 (Fig. 6(a)), when increasing the distancesh0A and
h0B by (+dh), the output signal(UA − UB) increase from0 to dUh(sub). This is the
maximum signal for obtaining a possible displacement usingUAB ∼ f(h) dependences
by equally amplifying the electronic channelsA andB. When the refractive index of
the media between the mirror and the fiber tips in this system is changed from1.3 to
1.4, the dependenceA1,3 changes toA1,4. Then the signalUA − UB increases from0
to dUn(sub) (A ≡ B) (Fig. 7(a)). Meanwhile, in the scheme of fiber tips distribution
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presented in Fig. 1, the signal increases only bydUsub(θ) or dUnsub, dUndiv (Fig. 3, 4).
The experimental investigation has shown that the sensitivity Snsub of this refractive index
sensor is highest. As the theoretical investigation shows,Sndiv = dUdiv/dn does not
depend on the reflection coefficient changes of the mirror as well as on ageing of the light
source and its fluctuations. With an increase ofb1, Snsub decreases andSndiv increases
in the same way, as Table 1 shows for the configuration in Fig. 1. These constructions
may be used to measure refraction indices of liquids and concentrations of salts in water
solutions, at fixedh0nref (n0ref ), by measuring the calibratedUnsub andUndiv signal
values of the sensor, as well as by the compensation methodUnsub = 0 andUndiv = 0
and measuring calibrated positionh0nx (Fig. 7),Snh = (h0nx − h0nref )/(nx − n0ref ),
n0ref where is a reference liquid refractive index. The sensitivity to the change of the
refractive index is1/Snsub = 4× 10−7 RIU/mV for the prototypes in Fig. 7(b) (A ≡ B).
The temperature and humidity conditions were fixed the same as for the sensorθ1 > θ2.

6 Conclusions

The advanced double fiber-optic-pair reflection sensor has been proposed for measuring
displacement, refractive index and concentration of liquid solutions.

U(h, n) characteristics of the displacement sensor, proposed and investigated in [10]
in a narrow interval ofh, were calculated by improved theoretical relations in realmedia
with the refractive indexn in a vider interval ofh, and fundamental regularities have been
revealed.

Advanced in sensitivity, new types of double fiber-optic-pair sensorsθ1 = θ2 and
θ1 > θ2 have been proposed and principles of operation revealed andexplained by the
results of theU(h) calculations. The best sensitivity to displacement and refractive index
measurements has theθ1 = θ2 sensor operation principle based on creating of “artificial
crossing” of theU -h characteristics of the fiber-optic-pairs in comparison with the type
of sensors in [10]. A universal and easily adjustable to maximum sensitivity sensor has
been developed for measuring displacement and therefore refractive index. The main
difference of the double fiber-optic-pair displacement sensors from the refractive index
sensor is that the latter has a firmly fixed mirror relative to fixing fiber tips and forming the
construction. The sensors have all the merits of earlier prototypes [7,8,11] to compensate
automatically the changes in light source intensity, reflectivity of the mirror, and due
temperature. The developed fiber-optic sensors can be applied in creating optical devices:
dilatometers, dynamometers, torque devices as well as the pressure and gas devices for
automated monitoring of pollution and for fermentation.
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